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Abstract
For an integer d  0, let Hold(CPk,CPn) denote the space consisting of all holomorphic maps
f :CPk →CPn of degree d . We study the homogeneous space structure of Hold(CPk,CPn) for the
case d = 1. In particular we explicitly determine its homotopy type.
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1. Introduction
Let f :CPk → CPn be a holomorphic map. Any such map can be represented by an
(n + 1)-tuple of homogeneous polynomials in C[z0, z1, . . . , zk] of the same degree d
without common roots except 0k+1 = (0, . . . ,0) ∈ Ck+1 [11]. We call the integer d the
degree of the holomorphic map f . For a fixed positive integer d , let Hold(CPk,CPn) be
the space consisting of all holomorphic mapsCPk →CPn of degree d . Let i :S2 =CP1 →
CPk be the natural inclusion given by [x :y] → [x :y : 0 : · · · : 0]. If g :CPk → CPn is any
continuous map, the homotopy class of g ◦ i ∈ π2(CPn)= Z is also called the degree of g.
One can show that it coincides with the polynomial degree above when g is a holomorphic
map.
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We denote by Mapd(CPk,CPn) the space of all continuous maps g :CPk → CPn
of degree d . We also denote by Hol∗d (CPk,CPn) ⊂ Hold(CPk,CPn) the subspace
consisting of all basepoint preserving holomorphic maps, and by Map∗d (CPk,CPn) ⊂
Mapd (CPk,CPn) the subspace consisting of basepoint preserving continuous maps.
The spaces of holomorphic maps are of interest both from the geometric and topolog-
ical point of view (e.g., [1,2,5,11–14,16]). In this paper we study the topology of spaces
Hold (CPk,CPn) and Hol∗d(CPk,CPn) for the case 1 k  n from the point of view of ho-
motopy theory. However, since the case k = 1 has already been extensively studied [2,4,6–
10,16–18], we shall concentrate on the case 2 k  n. Here we shall consider the simplest
case d = 1. We would like to investigate the case d  2 in a subsequent paper (cf. [19]).
Let ∆m = {αEm: α ∈ C∗, |α| = 1} be the center of Um. For integers 1  m  n, let
Wn,m be the complex Stiefel manifold of orthogonal m-frames in Cn given by Wn,m =
Un/Un−m. Similarly, let PWn,m be the complex projective Stiefel manifold of orthogonal
m-frames in Cn defined by PWn,m =Un/(∆m ×Un−m)∼=Wn,m/∆m.
We shall study the homogeneous space structure of Hold (CPk,CPn) for 1 k  n when
d = 1 induced by the Un+1 action on CPn. As an application, we shall explicitly determine
its homotopy type. Our main results are as follows.
Theorem 1 (Theorem 7). If 1 k  n, there are homotopy equivalences{
φk,n : PWn+1,k+1
−→Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
)
,
βk,n :Wn,k
−→ Hol∗1
(
CPk,CPn
)
.
Combining this with a result of S. Sasao [15], we also obtain the following:
Corollary 2. Let 1 k  n be integers and let{
ik,n : Hol∗1
(
CPk,CPn
)→ Map∗1(CPk,CPn),
jk,n : Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
)→ Map1(CPk,CPn)
be inclusion maps.
(i) The inclusion maps ik,n and jk,n are homotopy equivalences up to dimension
D(n; k)= 4n− 4k + 1.
(ii) If k = n, (jn,n)∗ :πm(Hol1(CPn,CPn))→ πm(Map1(CPn,CPn)) is an isomorphism
when m= 1 and a monomorphism when m 2n+ 1.
(iii) If k < n, Hol1(CPk,CPn) is simply connected and π2(Hol1(CPk,CPn))= Z.
(iv) If k = n, π1(Hol1(CPn,CPn))= Z/(n+ 1).
Remark. A map f :X → Y is called a homotopy equivalence up to dimension D if
f∗ :πm(X)→ πm(Y ) is bijective when m<D and surjective when m=D.
2. Un+1-action on CPn
First, we consider the homogeneous space structure of Hol∗1(CPk,CPn).
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Proposition 3. If 1 k  n, there is a homotopy equivalence
βk,n :Wn,k
−→ Hol∗1
(
CPk,CPn
)
.
Proof. We take uj = [1 : 0 : 0 : · · · : 0] ∈ CPj as the basepoint of CPj . An element f ∈
Hol∗d (CPk,CPn) is a holomorphic map CPk → CPn satisfying the condition f (uk)= un.
As noted in Section 1, such a map can also be represented as (n+ 1)-tuple (f0, . . . , fn)
of homogeneous polynomials in C[z0, . . . , zk] of the same degree d and with no common
root except 0k+1 ∈ Ck+1, such that the coefficient of (z0)d in f0 is 1 and in the other
polynomials 0. For d = 1 we can write
(f0, f1, . . . , fn)= (z0, z1, . . . , zk) ·
( 1 0n
ta A
)
,
where a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈Ck and A is a (k× n)-matrix. It is easy to show that the fact that
f0, . . . , fn have no common root except 0k+1 is equivalent to rankA = k. Note that the
space consisting of all (k × n)-matrices of rank k is homeomorphic to the homogeneous
space GLn(C)/GLn−k(C). Via this identification, we define a map γ : Hol∗1(CPk,CPn)→
C
k × (GLn(C)/GLn−k(C)) by [f0 :f1 : · · · :fn] → (a,A).
Next we define a map β ′k,n :Ck ×GLn(C)→ Hol∗1(CPk,CPn) by matrix multiplication
β ′k,n(b,B)
([x0 :x1 : · · · :xk])= [x0 :x1 : · · · :xk : 0 : · · · : 0] ·( 1 0nt b˜ B
)
for ([x0 :x1 : · · · :xk],b,B) ∈ CPk × Ck × GLn(C), where b˜ = (b,0n−k). Since β ′k,n
maps the subspace {0k} × GLn−k(C) ⊂ Ck × GLn(C) to the basepoint, it induces a
map β ′′k,n :Ck× (GLn(C)/GLn−k(C))→ Hol∗1(CPk,CPn). Simple computation shows that
β ′′k,n ◦ γ = id and γ ◦ β ′′k,n = id. Hence, β ′′k,n is a homeomorphism. Because Um ⊂ GLm(C)
is a deformation retract, we obtain the desired homotopy equivalence βk,n :Wn,k
→
Hol∗1(CPk,CPn). ✷
Definition. Let ev : Hold(CPk,CPn)→CPn denote the evaluation map defined by ev(f )=
f (zk) for f ∈ Hold (CPk,CPn). There is an evaluation fibration sequence
Hol∗d
(
CPk,CPn
)→ Hold(CPk,CPn) ev−→CPn.
Proposition 4. Let 1 k < n be integers.
(i) Hol1(CPk,CPn) is simply connected and π2(Hol1(CPk,CPn))= Z.
(ii) ev∗ :Z=H 2(CPn,Z) ∼=−→H 2(Hol1(CPk,CPn),Z)= Z is an isomorphism.
(iii) There is a homotopy commutative diagram
Hol1(CPk,CPn)
ev
ι1
CPn
ι
K(Z,2) = K(Z,2)
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where the map ι1 : Hol1(CPk,CPn) → K(Z,2) represents the generator of the
homotopy set [Hol1(CPk,CPn),K(Z,2)] ∼= H 2(Hol1(CPk,CPn),Z) = Z and the
map ι :CPn→CP∞ =K(Z,2) denotes the inclusion map.
Proof. (i) Consider the homotopy exact sequence of the evaluation fibration sequence
Hol∗1(CPk,CPn) → Hol1(CPk,CPn) ev−→ CPn. Then, because πm(Hol∗1(CPk,CPn)) ∼=
πm(Un/Un−k)= 0 for 1m 2, we have isomorphisms ev∗ :π2
(
Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
)) ∼=−→ π2(CPn)= Z,
ev∗ :π1
(
Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
)) ∼=−→ π1(CPn)= 0.
Hence Hol1(CPk,CPn) is simply connected and π2(Hol1(CPk,CPn))= Z.
(ii), (iii): Since (iii) easily follows from (ii) it suffices to prove (ii). It follows from
(i) and the Hurewicz theorem that ev∗ :H2(Hol1(CPk,CPn),Z)
∼=→ H2(CPn,Z) = Z
is an isomorphism. Since the space Hol1(CPk,CPn) is simply connected, using the
universal coefficient theorem, we see that ev∗ :H 2(CPn,Z)
∼=→ H 2(Hol1(CPk,CPn),Z)
is an isomorphism. ✷
Definition. Let 1  k < n be integers and let hn :S2n+1 → CPn be the standard Hopf
fibering with fibre S1. We denote by H˜old (CPk,CPn) the space defined by
H˜old
(
CPk,CPn
)= {(f, x) ∈ Hold(CPk,CPn)× S2n+1: ev(f )= hn(x)}.
Then it follows from [3, 2.1] and Proposition 4 that there is a homotopy commutative
diagram
Hol∗d (CPk,CPn)
j˜d
=
H˜old (CPk,CPn)
e˜v
pn
S2n+1
hn
Hol∗d (CPk,CPn)
jd Hold (CPk,CPn)
ev
ι1
CPn
ι
{∗} K(Z,2) = K(Z,2)
where e˜v and pn are the first and the second projections, and all horizontal and vertical
sequences are fibration sequences.
Lemma 5. If 1  k < n, the space H˜ol1(CPk,CPn) is a 2-connective covering of
Hol1(CPk,CPn) and there is a fibration sequence (up to homotopy)
(∗)k,n Hol∗1
(
CPk,CPn
) j˜d−→ H˜ol1(CPk,CPn) e˜v−→ S2n+1.
Proof. The second assertion is clear and the first assertion can be easily obtained from the
above diagram by diagram chasing. ✷
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3. The homogeneous space structure of Hol1(CPk,CPn)Consider the action of Un+1 on CPn induced by matrix multiplication. This action
induces a map φ′k,n :Un+1 → Hol1(CPk,CPn) defined by
φ′k,n(A)
([x0 :x1 : · · · :xk])= [x0 :x1 : · · · :xk : 0 : · · · : 0] ·A
for ([x0 :x1 : · · · :xk],A) ∈CPk ×Un+1.
Because the subgroups Un−k ⊂∆k+1 ×Un−k ⊂Un+1 map to the basepoint under φ′k,n,
it induces the maps{
φ′′k,n :Wn+1,k+1 =Un+1/Un−k →Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
)
,
φk,n : PWn+1,k+1 =Un+1/(∆k ×Un−k)→ Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
)
such that the diagram
Un+1
φ′k,n Hol1(CPk,CPn)
=
Wn+1,k+1
φ′′k,n Hol1(CPk,CPn)
=
PWn+1,k+1
φk,n Hol1(CPk,CPn)
is commutative, where the left vertical maps are the natural projections.
Now assume 1 k < n and consider the composite of maps
Wn+1,k+1
φ′′k,n−→Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
) ι1−→K(Z,2).
Since ι1 ◦φ′′k,n ∈ [Wn+1,k+1,K(Z,2)] ∼=H 2(Wn+1,k+1,Z)= 0, ι1 ◦φ′′k,n is null-homotopic.
Hence using the fibration sequence (∗)k,n, there is a lifting
φ˜k,n :Wn+1,k+1 → H˜ol1
(
CPk,CPn
)
such that the following diagram is homotopy commutative:
Wn+1,k+1
φ˜k,n
=
H˜ol1(CPk,CPn)
pn
Wn+1,k+1
φ′′k,n Hol1(CPk,CPn)
Remark. Since H 2(PWn+1,k+1,Z) = 0, the map φk,n does not necessarily lift to
H˜ol1(CPk,CPn).
Theorem 6. If 1 k < n, φ˜k,n :Wn+1,k+1 −→ H˜ol1(CPk,CPn) is a homotopy equivalence.
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Proof. Let β :Un+1/Un
∼=−→ S2n+1 be the natural homeomorphism. Then it follows fromthe definitions of βk,n and φ˜k,n that the diagram
Un/Un−k
q1
βk,n 
Un+1/Un−k =Wn+1,k+1 q2
φ˜k,n
Un+1/Un
β ∼=
Hol∗1(CPk,CPn)
j˜1 H˜ol1(CPk,CPn)
e˜v
S2n+1
where two horizontal sequences are fibration sequences and qm (m= 1,2) are the natural
projections, is homotopy commutative.
It now follows from the homotopy exact sequences of the above fibrations and the Five
Lemma that φ˜k,n is a homotopy equivalence. ✷
Theorem 7. If 1 k  n, the maps{
φk,n : PWn+1,k+1
−→Hol1
(
CPk,CPn
)
,
βk,n :Wn,k
−→ Hol∗1
(
CPk,CPn
)
are homotopy equivalences.
Proof. Since βk,n is a homotopy equivalence by Proposition 3, it remains to show that φk,n
is a homotopy equivalence.
First, assume that 1 k < n. Let β ′ :∆k+1
∼=−→ S1 be the natural homeomorphism and
consider the homotopy commutative diagram
∆k+1
q ′1
β ′ ∼=
Wn+1,k+1
q ′2
φ˜k,n
PWn+1,k+1
φk,n
S1 H˜ol1(CPk,CPn)
pn Hol1(CPk,CPn)
where two horizontal sequences are fibration sequences and q ′m (m= 1,2) are the natural
projections. Then it follows from the homotopy exact sequences of the above fibrations
that φk,n is a homotopy equivalence.
Next we consider the case k = n. In this case, since Hol1(CPn,CPn) is not simply
connected, we prove the assertion by a slightly different method.
First, we note that the projection πn :Un+1/∆n+1 → Un+1/(∆1 × Un) ∼= CPn is well
defined because the Un-action on Un+1 is ∆n+1-equivariant. We also observe that Un →
Un+1/∆n+1
πn−→CPn is a fibration sequence.
A direct computation shows that ev ◦φk,n = πn (up to homotopy). Hence, using the fact
that β ′n,n = φ′n,n|Un , we obtain the homotopy commutative diagram
Un
βn,n 
PWn+1,n+1 =Un+1/∆n+1 πn
φn.n
CPn
=
Hol∗1(CPn,CPn) Hol1(CPn,CPn)
ev
CPn
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where two horizontal sequences are fibrations. Since βn,n is a homotopy equivalence, φn,n
is also a homotopy equivalence. ✷
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